The Shots for School website is moving!

Same Great Resources for Schools, New Location:

The Shots for School website is now located on the CDPH website. Here's what you need to know:

- The shotsforschool.org domain will be redirected to this new location tonight (5/24).
- You will be able to find all the same information about immunization requirements moved over from the old website.
- All of the links to pages have changed. Your may need to update your website with the new links.
- Links to PDFs have not changed yet. We will be migrating PDFs over one by one to the new website. Refer to the Implementation Tools page where most of these resources are available if you don't want to keep track of updating links to individual pdfs.

Navigation Changes

- The 7th Grade tab was combined with the TK-12th Grade tab as much of the content was the same.
- New tabs for Resources & Training and Reporting were added.
- Drop-down menus make all the content easier to access and the pages have the added benefit of adapting to mobile devices.

Check out the new Shots for School website!